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ON SOME CLASSES OF NON-BOUNDED FUNCTIONS
Introduction.
Recent investigations in the theory of functional equations have singled out some classes of non-bounded functions. In [1] a class fi (M, jj., f ) of functions defined on an open arc LQ has been introduced, and in [2] -a class fi (a, |i, u) ) of functions defined on a set Q <CE n .
In the sequel we shall denote the first class by W, and the second by H. Our aim is to show that in case LQ = Q (n = 2) the class H* is included in the class H. 
Consider a function <p = 6) increasing and continuous in the interval <0,+°o > satisfying the following conditions
The class W is defined as the set of all complexvalued functions f(t) of a complex variable t that are defined and continuous in LQ and satisfy the inequalities
where M>0 and 0 < n ^ 1 are fixed constants. The class H.
In [2] Adamczyk introduced a class of functions defined in a domain Q c E n . We shall restrict Q to Lq, where as previously LQ denotes the interior of a non-closed smooth arc L with ends a and b whose length is 1.
Consider real functions <x(t) and |i(t) defined and continuous in the set LQ and assuming only positive values.For every pair of points of LQ let t denote one point and t^ the other according'to ( 5 (t) > p(t1 ).
Next consider a function u> = u(6) increasing and continuos in the interval <0,1 > satisfying the condition u) (0) = 0.
We assume that for arbitrarily close paints teLQ, t*e{a,b]
the following inequality holds
and for every pair of arbitrarily close points t,t^ £ LQ the following condition holds
where and Kp denote some positive constants. Definition.
The class H is defined as the set of all complexvalued functions of a complex variable t, defined and continuous in LQ, suck that the following inequalities hold | fit) | 4 Mf oc(t) , In view of (5W) and (6W), and using (1) and (3) we infer that
and a(t)
we see that the function f(t) satisfies conditions (5H) and (6H). In view of (1W), (2W) and (6), conditions (1H) and (2H) also hold.
According to (6) we have fHf-le.tt*.
Using (1) and (4W) we see that le.tt* < r It -t*| <
Hence by virtue of (?) vie infer that fffW^.^Mlt-tT).
Now letting I « e l nK ( 1 '2iTiT) and using (6) we get 0.(|t -t*| ) = -Hit -tT),
which shows that condition (3H) holds.
It remains to show that condition (4H) holds.
In view of (6) and considering (9) we see that condition (4H) holds.
Hence we have shown that (1H) -(6H) hold, which means that f(t) H. This ends the proof of the theorem.
